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Their Frontier Family (Mills & Boon Love
Inspired Historical) (Wilderness Brides,
Book 1)
Sometimes love is a lot closer to home than you
think.Charlie Burroughs can't keep a man. All he
wants is a good relationship like the ones he sees his
friends having, but none of the men he picks ever
work out. Despite him trying to be the perfect
boyfriend, the men are either threatened by his looks
or his epilepsy or a combination of the two. It's lucky
that he has his best friend Misha to turn to. The two of
them are closer than peas in a pod and fiercely loyal
to each other. He can't imagine his life without Misha
in it.Misha Lebedinsky is the complete opposite of his
best friend. Being the support system for his mum
and twin sisters leaves Misha with neither the time
nor the inclination for a relationship. Quick and
frequent hook-ups are his favourite means of
communication and any other pesky emotional needs
he has are met by Charlie, who he's devoted to. He
lives a life of happy compartmentalization with no
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intention of ever changing.All of this changes when
the two best friends move in together. Being in close
proximity means that they suddenly start to see each
other in a very different light. But Charlie struggles
when his drive to be the perfect partner clashes with
the fact that he's in love with a man who knows every
little thing about him. And even if he can get past
that, can a relationship ever work with a man who'd
need a dictionary to tell him what love means? From
bestselling author Lily Morton comes a love story
about a sunny librarian who has relationship written
all over him and a cynical banker who doesn't even
have it in his blurb. This is the second book in the
Close Proximity series but it can be read as a
standalone.

Dream Dancer
Kathryn Shay creates a world of politics, gangs and
her forte--the problems of teenagers. This is the first
in the O'Neil Family trilogy! “SOMEONE TO BELIEVE IN
is a wonderfully written, emotional and extraordinary
read and truly deserves a five-star rating.” Affaire de
Coeur Bailey O’Neil, aka, the Street Angel, has been
the arch enemy of Senator Clay Wainwright since he
was a district attorney and she a young, idealistic
social worker. He put her in jail for harboring a teen
offender and never looked back. Eleven years later,
she’s a thorn in his side as an anti-gang specialist
trying to get kids out of gangs. While Clay wants to
put them in jail, Bailey is determined to help these
troubled teenagers make good lives for themselves.
But when Bailey and Clay are thrown together on the
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mayor’s task force, the impossible happens—they’re
attracted to each other. Their passion erupts early on,
and only grows stronger the further they get into a
relationship. When they fall deeply in love, their
conflicting views drive a wedge between them. Both
the Street Angel and the Senator must find a way to
deal with their differences in order to make a life
together. Available also: the O’Neil brothers’ stories in
CLOSE TO YOU and TAKING THE HEAT "Once again,
Shay shines in this starkly realistic story of gang
members and people involved in prevention and
intervention programs. Shay pulls no punches when
describing brutal events, and secondary characters,
including Clay's environmentalist son, Bailey's
overprotective brothers, and Taz, a member of the
notorious Good Girls gang, are especially well
developed. This powerful story will stay with readers
long after they finish the book. *Starred Review*
Shelley Mosley, American Library Association. “Shay’s
writing trademark is taking seemingly impossible
relationships and developing them into classic tales of
true love, which is what she does here.” Fresh Fiction
“What we get in SOMEONE TO BELIEVE IN is Clay and
Bailey fighting each other in the media but heating up
the sheets (or the stairs, elevators, and the walls)
with love making. Talk about a hot book filled with
great dialogue and love scenes.” A Reader

Mary Magdalen
Calliope Kelley's two passions are her father's circus
and Brian O'Connor. However, when someone
sabotages the circus, Calliope must risk everything
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(including her love for Brian) to save it.

Education, Arts, and Morality
No one is more surprised than Sunny Licht when Noah
Whitmore proposes. She's a scarlet woman and an
unwed mother—an outcast even in her small Quaker
community. But she can't resist Noah's offer of a fresh
start in a place where her scandalous past is
unknown. In Sunny, the former Union soldier sees a
woman whose loneliness matches his own. When they
arrive in Wisconsin, he'll see that she and her baby
daughter want for nothing…except the love that war
burned out of him. Yet Sunny makes him hope once
more—for the home they're building, and the family
he never hoped to find.

In the Attic
Inspired by Howard Gruber’s Evolving Systems
Approach, these studies explore creativity in several
domains. The idea that the creative person embodies
a system of loosely coupled sub-systems –
knowledge, purpose, and affect that work together, is
viewed here in different chapters that explore this
concept. These include autobiographies of
incarcerated youth, curricula for moral and civic
responsibility, changing attitudes of readers to text
(romance novels), as well as case studies of highly
creative individuals, such as George Bernard Shaw.
Gruber’s approach provides concepts as well as
methodological tools which the authors apply to
diverse creative processes. This book is a valuable
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resource for undergraduate as well as graduate level
students interested in creativity, development, and
education. In addition to the intrinsic interest of each
chapter, the guiding theme of the book is the
underlying theory of creativity, Gruber’s Evolving
Systems Approach, and illustrates the unusual
breadth and flexibility of that theory.

What Hamlet Said
A searing debut novel centering around a gay-tostraight conversion camp in Mississippi and a man's
reckoning with the trauma he faced there as a teen.
Grad student Will Dillard has largely buried memories
of the summer he spent at a camp intended to “cure”
homosexuality. But when he finds out a horror movie
based on the camp is hitting theaters, he’s forced to
face his past—and his role in another camper’s death.
As he recounts the events surrounding his “failed
rehabilitation,” Will strikes out on an impromptu road
trip back home to Mississippi, eventually returning to
the abandoned campgrounds to solve the mysteries
of that pivotal summer. With a masterful confluence
of sensibility and place, How to Survive a Summer
introduces an exciting new literary voice from the
American South.

Charlie Sunshine
Hollywood in the Thirties: Nazi saboteurs, gangsters
running gambling ships, British spies and diplomats,
FBI agents, starlets looking for the big break, cheap
hustlers on the fringes of the law, local cops - some
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are friends and some are adversaries, but all are
involved somehow with Riley Fitzhugh, a private eye
who's wondering whether the death of an English
aristocrat really was an accident.

Rise of Nimrod Fleet
THE WEDDING PROMISE

How to Survive a Summer
A group of scientists dissatisfied with world conditions
establish a global government that speedily banishes
the world's ills, but other ills take their place.

Someone To Believe In
Fans of classic fantasy will revel in this coming-of-age
story from Irish author Lord Dunsany. Set in long-ago
Spain, the novel follows the development of Don
Rodriguez, a charming young aristocrat who is forced
by his family to make his own way in the world.
Relying on nothing but his sword, his wit, and his
trusty sidekick Morano, Rodriguez sets off on a series
of life-or-death adventures.

Don Rodriguez
Desperate Games
The fleet is ready for war. Now we just need some
crews I am Captain Taylor Ray. Against all odds, my
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team has outwitted murderous racketeers and evaded
the sadistic Hedalt military leader, Provost Adra. But
in order to recover the men and women we need to
crew the Nimrod Fleet we must infiltrate enemy
territory and execute an audacious raid. Success will
require all our cunning and guile, pushing each of our
unique skills to the limit. It won't be easy, but what
else is new? Worse still, Provost Adra is closing in. She
knows how to find us, and is lying in wait, ready to
spring her trap. She'll stop at nothing to destroy my
crew and keep her secret safe. Even if it means
ending her career. The stakes have never been
higher, on both sides. Failure means death. Success
means war. I wish there were better options, but
come what may the Hedalt are in for one hell of a
fight.

Siren Status
Cleo's natural singing voice isn't the best… in fact, it's
awful! But when the Full Moon appears, Cleo
entrances Lewis, Byron, Zane and the other boys in
the neighbourhood with her beautiful singing. In the
midst of her new-found siren status, Cleo shares a
special moment with Lewis. But when the moon sets,
will they remember their kiss in the light of day?

Untamed Melody
A child finds many interesting things to do and
observe in the attic.

Their Frontier Family
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An untamable love? Annie never could deny her
feelings for Daniel Starbridge. Once, they'd shared
the sweetest summer of love, until Daniel had
vanished suddenly from her life. She'd fought hard to
forget him—but now he was back, and determined to
rekindle the passion between them…. Annie knew she
must resist, to protect her most cherished secret—her
precious daughter, Kailey. She had to keep Daniel at
arm's length. But could she really banish him from her
heart?
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